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In a large and new city, it's a challenge to locate trades and services that are reliable, reputable and
will have the client-centered approach that will guarantee the customer the products that they really
want. For the best experience when hiring a company for building and installing windows in Toronto,
look for three important qualities including: a vast selection of products, a company that has been in
business for many years and excellent customer service where the company will take the time to
explain and assist the customer with making the right decisions for their home.

These characteristics in a Toronto windows company will guarantee a seamless and enjoyable
experience for customers that are new to home renovations or the city of Toronto.

Three Benefits of Torwin Windows & Doors

1. A Wide Variety of Products

Sometimes it is challenging to determine what would look best, or be the best value for a
predetermined budget, without seeing a variety of options. Customers need to see samples, so that
they can visually understand the difference between a bay and bow window, or what it means to
have vinyl or extruded Aluminum clad frames.

A company offering a variety of products guarantees that the customer will be able to select the
design, colours and materials that will be used. This ensures a perfect match in terms of colour co-
ordination, budget and personal preferences.

2. Established in the Community

A window company that has been in business for over twenty-five years has seen the
neighbourhood grow and evolve. They not only know the trends in local building styles but they
know the people in the community. This equips the company with a solid base of satisfied
customers that they can call upon, to prove that they have been a reliable service that has produced
exceptional results.

Any company that has been in business for a long period of time will have referrals and testimonials,
in addition to certifications from leading industry bodies including: The American Architectural
Manufacturers Association [AAMA], Canadian Standards Association and the Window and Door
Manufacturer Association [CWDMA]. These trusted certifications, and the word of the community,
will provide a new customer with a service that can be counted on.

3. Individualized Attention

A window service should treat each customer as an individual and this includes taking the time to
explain anything from their products to the process. Many new homeowners have never had the
experience of buying new windows and it's reasonable that they may want details such as how long
it takes and how much it will cost. This is in addition to taking their time to weigh the pros of each
product, and comparing colour schemes, to achieve the look that they want. A window company
should be patient, informative and provide knowledgeable information that shows their years and
experience in the industry.
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Torwin Windows & Doors has been supplying windows in Toronto for twenty-five years. The
company brings their years of experience, variety of products and helpful approach to every
customer's project. Visit, Torwin.
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1300golimo - About Author:
Torwin a Windows & Doors have become a trusted source for all of your external home renovation
needs. With over 75 years of combined experience, we are industry leaders specializing in window
and door product services and installations. For more information please, visit a www.torwin.com.
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